OnlyFans is a growing social media platform with 90 million users and 1 million+ content creators (as of Jan. 2021).

Unlike most mainstream social media platforms, OnlyFans allows and encourages creators to post sexual content, which makes up the majority of the site.

The age limit to join is 18 years of age, but there have been widespread reports that minors are bypassing the age requirement.

Influencers put their content behind a paywall and charge a subscription fee to their followers. It is a way for creators to monetize their followers.

Creators must post regularly, engage with fans and market their pages. Successful creators report working 12-hour days and responding to 100 DMs per day.

While a handful of top influencers make $1 Million+ per month, the average creator makes just $155 per month. With over 1 million creators, it is extremely competitive.
PRIVACY
To prevent stalking and doxxing, creators should avoid including any identifying information on their profile, Amazon wishlist, linked Spotify account or in DMs, videos or photos.

WEIGHING THE RISKS
Before joining, creators should balance the risks of harm against the benefits to make an informed decision.

WHAT ARE THE RISKS?
Creators report image-based abuse, impersonation, harassment, stalking, doxxing, outing, shaming and financial abuse.

NONCONSENSUAL PORN
An estimated 3 million photos and 750 hours of video were leaked in 2020. There is no way to prevent it. OnlyFans does assist with takedowns here.

NO JUDGEMENT
We are not here to judge or shame anyone for joining OnlyFans. We simply want anyone to know the risks before joining and how to stay safe if they do.

SECURITY
Click any of the links below to:
- Report an Account
- Turn on 2-Factor Authentication
- Verify if Someone Else is Logged In
- Email support@onlyfans.com for account breaches
- Hide account from IP Addresses, States & Countries

PRIVACY
To prevent stalking and doxxing, creators should avoid including any identifying information on their profile, Amazon wishlist, linked Spotify account or in DMs, videos or photos.

“ONCE YOU START YOU CAN NEVER GO BACK” SAYS LAUREN. “YOU GET KNOWN FOR THIS.”

“Once you start you can never go back” says Lauren. “You get known for this.”
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